Stay
(Mary, Aldini)

_cue:_ Mary: Deal.

(They shake hands.)

Aldini: You’re still holding my hand.

Mary: Probably a result of you electrocuting my brain a few moments ago.

(They have stopped shaking hands, they are just holding hands. They stare for a moment. ALDINI laughs loudly and uncomfortably.)

Mary (CONT’D): Well I think I should go.

(MARY KATHERINE doesn’t take her hand away.)
I'm in no rush any-how. We could think or talk or hug or not I'll do what you ask of me. As long as I'm with you I'm right where I need to do what you ask of me.

Mary:

People hold hands all the time you know it's not like it's a big deal.

Aldini:

It's not a big be.

(Gtr.)
It's a glorified high-five deal.

simply people connecting. It's just a

So it moment passing us by today.

should be no problem to pull my hand away.

Aldini:

Or you could
We'll stay right here just for now.  

watch the night fade away I'm in no rush any how.

We could
or fight or not I think I'm starting to see

as

laugh or kiss

Is this where you thought your life would be when you were

long as I'm with you there's nowhere I need to be.

this when you were
young and setting goals and making plans

Did you think you'd wind up here with me on a dirty street in the dead of night digging through trash cans.
I didn't know something was missing.

I didn't know I could want something more.

didn't know I wanted excitement

didn't know I could be excitement

didn't know you're what I've been waiting for.

I want to
stay_ stay right here_ till I die._

We'll stay_ stay right here_ till I die._

watch the world fade a-way_ hand in hand,_____ you and I____ don't need

watch the world fade a-way_ hand in hand,_____ you and I____

words or wealth just us____ I

or fame just us____
think I'm starting to see. As I'll do what you ask of
long as I'm with you I'm right where I need to be. As
I'm with you I'm right where I need to be. As
rall. A tempo (They kiss.) long as I'm with you I'm right where I need to be.
long as I'm with you I'm right where I need to be.
mp  

(They kiss.)